Rolf Benz CARA

Design Anita Schmidt

A NEW LOVE FOR YOUR HOME //
A sofa you fall in love with instantly –
that’s Rolf Benz CARA, a new system
range with a variety of design options
and truly “lovable” characteristics.
Stylish proportions and numerous
relaxation functions make your design
and comfort wishes come true. With
the delicate Rolf Benz CARA’s interchangeable language of form, it
graces rooms of all sizes. Thanks to
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5 seat and sofa widths, 7 modular
elements, 2 side section heights,
2 back heights, 2 seat heights, 2 seat
depths, 7 leg variants and 2 upholsteries, Rolf Benz CARA makes every
wish come true. And with 4 optional
functions, it can even satisfy the need
for even greater comfort. You’ll see
for yourself: Rolf Benz CARA is more
than just a quick fing.
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THE WAY YOU LIKE IT //
Rolf Benz CARA blends in with every
room, recreating every individual idea –
whether it be a small modular group, a
compact corner sofa or a spacious living
room environment. With the choice of
legs (single leg, metal or wooden brace
leg), you can add the perfect fnish to
your personal living style. Choose the
upholstery and seat height to match your
ergonomic preferences. The seat depth
is created by the thickness of the back
cushions and can be chosen for each
individual model. As a result, different
seat depths can be created and mixed
within a sofa-scape.
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COMPACT VERSATILITY //
The Rolf Benz CARA individual sofa
can also be custom-adapted to your
preferences. With a total width from
136 cm, it is the most compact sofa in
the Rolf Benz collection and is complemented by an armchair, an ottoman
or a footstool. The perfect companions
to Rolf Benz CARA are the matching
coffee tables Rolf Benz 8410 and
8440 as well as the occasional table
Rolf Benz 978 (page 27).
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RELAXATION IN YOUR HANDS //
Everyone has their own personal idea
of what relaxation means. And
Rolf Benz CARA lives up to every single
one. That’s because the system range offers optional additional functions that can
intelligently increase Rolf Benz CARA’s
comfort, allowing it to be operated with
just a few movements. The optionally adjustable side sections can be completely
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folded down for comfortable reclining
and moved stably to any position inbetween. The backrests can be
equipped with a concealed headrest
(page 21) and – in the “high” version – a
stepless relax function (page 17). The optional footrest adds the fnal touch to your
idea of perfect comfort – with a twist, it can
be moved to the ideal position (page 22).
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YOUR WISHES BECOME CARA //
With Rolf Benz CARA, gradually shape
the sofa that best matches your wishes.
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THE SEAT AND SOFA WIDTHS //

THE MODULAR ELEMENTS //

Rolf Benz CARA comes in 5 different seat and sofa widths.
The total width is made up of the seat width and the width
of the two side sections.

7 modular elements allow a great number of different
combination options. And of course these include the
options that best match your living space. Make the
confguration process especially easy using the planner
included with this brochure.

* These elements are shown in their left-hand version.
They are also available mirrored in the right-hand version.

Sectional sofa (ASO)*
Seat width:
126 / 147 / 168 / 189 / 210 cm
Total width:
With side section low or high:
131 / 152 / 173 / 194 / 215 cm
With side section adjustably low:
148 / 169 / 190 / 210 / 232 cm
With side section adjustably high:
153 / 175 / 196 / 217 / 238 cm
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Seat width: 126 cm

Seat width: 147 cm

Seat width: 168 cm

Total width:
With side section low or high: 136 cm
With side section adjustably low: 170 cm
With side section adjustably high: 182 cm

Total width:
With side section low or high: 157 cm
With side section adjustably low: 191 cm
With side section adjustably high: 203 cm

Total width:
With side section low or high: 178 cm
With side section adjustably low: 212 cm
With side section adjustably high: 224 cm

Seat width: 189 cm

Seat width: 210 cm

Total width:
With side section low or high: 199 cm
With side section adjustably low: 233 cm
With side section adjustably high: 245 cm

Total width:
With side section low or high: 220 cm
With side section adjustably low: 254 cm
With side section adjustably high: 266 cm

Corner sectional sofa (E-ASO)*

End chair with upholstered stool
(ASS-PSZ)*

Corner modular bench
(E-ARB)*

Seat width:
168 / 189 / 210 cm
Total width:
With side section low or high:
187 / 208 / 229 cm
With side section adjustably low:
204 / 225 / 246 cm
With side section adjustably high:
210 / 231 / 252 cm

Seat width:
105 cm
Total width:
With side section low or high:
110 cm
With side section adjustably low:
127 cm
With side section adjustably high:
133 cm

Seat width:
168 / 189 / 210 cm
Total width:
With side section low or high:
182 / 203 / 224 cm

Modular chair (ASE)

Modular bench (ARB)

Modular bench with
upholstered stool (ARB-PSZ)*

Seat width (= total width): 84 cm

Seat width (= total width): 126 cm

Seat width (= total width): 147 / 168 cm
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THE SIDE SECTIONS //

THE BACK HEIGHTS //

The graceful, sumptuously shaped side sections of
Rolf Benz CARA are available in 2 heights and can optionally be ftted with a concealed version. A gas spring
allows you to move them to any position you wish.
Rolf Benz CARA is always frst in line when it comes to
ensuring your very personal comfort.

You can choose between 2 back heights (approx. 68 cm and
approx. 75 cm). The low backrest matches the high side
section in terms of height. The high backrest can be equipped
with a relax function that allows stepless adjustment.

ADDITIONAL FUNCTION // Stepless adjustment

Low back
(with high side section, also
possible with low side section)

Low side section
(fold-down optional)

ADDITIONAL FUNCTION // Stepless adjustment
Pull the loop and completely
fold the side section down

High side section
(fold-down optional)
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Pull the side section upwards
until the desired position is reached

High back
(fold down optional;
with high side section,
also possible with low
side section)

Pull the loop and steplessly
fold downwards towards the
rear into any position

Backrest fully folded down
(maximum inclination reached)
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THE LEG VARIANTS //

THE UPHOLSTERY COMFORT //

Different foot designs ensure that Rolf Benz CARA looks
fantastic no matter what type of surface it rests on. Choose
the version that fts in best with your personal living space.

Superlative seating comfort: choose between 2 upholsteries
to fnd the one that suits you best. Both are made from
different, perfectly coordinated, very high-quality cold foams
and differ merely by virtue of their compression frmness and
density. The “Classic” upholstery comfort is slightly frmer
when sitting, while the luxurious “Lounge Plus” comfort is
appreciably softer.

Classic upholstery comfort
Pearl matt painted arch

RAL 7022 umbra grey painted arch

Polished chrome arch

RG 40 (3)

Oak H70 wooden brace leg

Oak H98 wooden brace leg

Lounge Plus upholstery comfort

RG 40 (3)

Walnut H81 wooden brace leg
Density: 40
Compression frmness: 3.0
Density: 37
Compression frmness: 4.4

Density: 40
Compression frmness: 2.0
Density: 50
Compression frmness: 3.0

Round tube leg
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THE SEAT DEPTHS //

ADDITIONAL INTEGRATED HEADREST FUNCTION //

For your personal seating comfort, Rolf Benz CARA comes
in 2 different seat depths: 55 cm and 59 cm. The seat depth
can be selected for each individual model. It is created
through the thickness of the back cushions, which means that
both seat depths can even be combined on a sectional sofa.

The optional headrest function is especially sophisticated. Once the
loose back cushion is removed, there is a clip that can be folded up
inside the body. The back cushion can then be replaced. A slot-on
side section cushion, which can be ordered separately, pads the
headrest. With a swivel function, the cushion can be moved to the
perfect position for watching TV or reading, whatever is more
comfortable for you.

ADDITIONAL FUNCTION //

Seat depth: 55 cm*

Seat depth: 59 cm*

THE SEAT HEIGHTS //

By removing the back cushion, the
headrest function with the concealed
clip is exposed

Pull the headrest up and
reposition the back cushion

Pull the slot-on side section cushion
over the headrest

Swivelling function:
headrest can be pulled forward
for maximum comfort
(watching TV / reading)

The right seat height is a crucial factor for comfortable seating.
Depending on the individual’s height and your seating habits,
you can choose either of the two seat heights.

Seat height: 43 cm*

Seat height: 46 cm*

* Please note that seat depths and seat heights may vary due to the
different elasticity of the cover materials and different constructions of the
upholstery (page 19). The dimensions specifed may therefore vary.
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ADDITIONAL FOOTREST FUNCTION //

ACCESSORIES //

Another hidden extra is the footrest, concealed under
the sofa, which can be swung forward – with just one
movement, you can move the footrest to the ideal
position. In its fnal comfort position, you can enjoy
Rolf Benz CARA at its full length.

Rolf Benz CARA is rounded off by an armchair, ottoman,
footstool, a mobile headrest, side section cushions and
upholstered cushions.

ADDITIONAL FUNCTION //

Concealed footrest

Twist function: Footrest is
turned upwards
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Swing footrest forward

Footrest in fnal comfort position

Armchair

Ottoman

Footstool

Seat width: 63 cm
Total width:
With side section low or high: 73 cm
With side section adjustably low: 107 cm
With side section adjustably high: 119 cm
Leg variant: optional

Measurements: 94 x 46 cm
Leg variant: optional

Measurements: 63 x 46 cm
Leg variant: optional

Headrest (adjustable)

Side section cushions

Upholstered cushion

Low headrest
Measurements: 54 x 32 cm
Total height: 72 cm
High headrest
Measurements: 54 x 32 cm
Total height: 78 cm

Measurements: 54 x 32 cm

Measurements: 40 x 40 cm or 54 x 27 cm
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